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Sanctifying Shadow



A



nimble halfling flits swiftly between buildings,

narrowly avoiding detection and dodging the

nearby guards before pulling a small sphere of

iron from his pocket and throwing it into the air.

At the apex of the toss, he snaps his tiny fingers

and the sphere stops in mid-air and shines with

a bright light. In the blink of an eye, the halfling

appears on the rooftop adjacent to this small iron sphere. He

grabs it and the light subsides. As he continues onwards, he

places the sphere back in his pocket for use at another

juncture and merrily trots along the rooftops.

Deep in the heart of the underdark, a tiefling is being

pursued by a dozen drow soldiers. In a moment of quick

thinking, she grasps her holy symbol of Pelor and utters a

short prayer, causing her silvered dagger to flare with divine

radiance, nearly blinding the pursuing drow. Before they can

react, she swings the dagger behind her, sending a brilliant

wave of light arcing outward towards her pursuers in a

shining display of radiant power. The wave of light

illuminates the dark cavern and sends the panicked, blinded

drow back into the darkness.

Injured and alone, a human male clad in white leathers and

a golden cloak dodges and parries blow after blow from the 2

bone devils that assail him. On death's door, he focuses,

channeling the light within himself, transforming into a being

of pure light, illuminating the devils and nearly blinding them.

His daggers, armor and cloak all merge with his new form.

He then forms 2 blades of pure, radiant light and prepares to

strike once again.



As you create your Sanctifying Shadow, consider why they

travel the path of the light. Is it because they were called by

some deity? Were they raised by a cleric of a particular order?

Do they seek to dispel the darkness within their own being?

Or do they wish to atone for their sins?

Most Sanctifying Shadows serve only one deity. They tend

to work best with those whose goal is self-improvement.

Sanctifying Shadows are often sent on long-term missions,

given a broad goal and no time constraints. They have been

known to join adventuring groups, even allying with those of

an evil alignment in order to gain access some church or

order. The most important tenant of the Sanctifying Shadows

is this: "In the Darkness, Shine bright."



Divine Agents

The Sanctifying shadow’s powers are the manifestation of the

Light that exists within every being, literal and figurative.

Typically, they work as covert agents for various churches,

often serving only a single God. Where the clerics are the face

of the church, the sanctifying shadow acts as the hands of the

church, often doing the dirty work, the things that can't be

done publicly. Due to the duality of their work and their

powers, the Sanctifying Shadows exist both in the light and

the shadow simultaneously. A strong mental focus is required

to combat the dark curses they so often face. As a result,

many Sanctifying Shadows are clever combatants, exploiting

every angle and weakness to strike their opponents in the

most expeditious way possible.



The Light Within

Sanctifying Shadows, at their core, believe that all beings

have light within themselves. Their duty is to draw it out in

themselves alone, focusing on purifying themselves by the

light. Where there is darkness, it must be destroyed. These

tenants often cause others to view a Sanctifying Shadow as

merciless or cruel. However, some within the order believe

redemption is possible for everyone, regardless of upbringing

and background. The Sanctifying Shadow's focus on

removing all traces of evil from their hearts tends to draw

Tieflings, Drow and Dragonborn of chromatic descent who

wish to rise above for their evil heritage.



Credit: Titus Brown (Hagosha)



Quick Build



You can make a Sanctifying Shadow quickly by following

these suggestions. First, make Dexterity your highest ability

score, as most sanctifying shadows prefer to use light, finesse

or ranged weapons to aid the covert nature of their work.

Make Wisdom your next highest as it fuels most of the

Sanctifying Shadows’ divine and spell-like abilities. A higher

constitution will allow a sanctifying shadow to survive longer

in combat. Then, select the Acolyte or Haunted one

background.



Creating a Sanctifying Shadow
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The Sanctifying Shadow

Level



Proficiency Bonus



Onus Reus



Features



1st



+2



1d4



Sanctify (1/rest), Onus Reus



-



2nd



+2



1d4



Elude, Expertise



-



3rd



+2



2d4



Sacred Calling



-



4th



+2



2d4



Ability Score Improvement



-



5th



+3



3d4



Light Blink, Orb of Light



2



6th



+3



3d4



Expertise



2



7th



+3



4d4



Sanctify (2/rest), Sacred Calling Feature



2



8th



+3



4d4



Ability Score Improvement



2



9th



+4



5d4



Stream of Light



2



10th



+4



5d4



The Light Within



2



11th



+4



6d4



Sacred Calling Feature



3



12th



+4



6d4



Ability Score Improvement



3



13th



+5



7d4



Shifting Sunlight



3



14th



+5



7d4



Awareness, Sanctify (3/rest)



3



15th



+5



8d4



Sacred Calling Feature



4



16th



+5



8d4



Ability Score Improvement



4



17th



+6



9d4



Sun-Shifter



4



18th



+6



9d4



Sacred Calling Feature



5



19th



+6



10d4



Ability Score Improvement



5



20th



+6



10d4



Ascension



5



Class Features

As a Sanctifying Shadow, you gain the following class

features.



Hit Points



Hit Dice: 1d8 per sanctifying shadow level

Hit Points at 1st Level: 8 + your Constituion modifier

Hit Points at Higher Levels: 1d8 (or 5) + your Constituion

modifier per sanctifying shadow level after 1st



Proficiencies



Armor: Light Armor

Weapons: Simple weapons, hand crossbows, morningstars

and shortswords

Tools: Thieves’ tools

Saving Throws: Dexterity, Charisma

Skills: Choose two from Sleight of Hand, Perception,

Intimidation, History, Religion



Equipment



You start with the following equipment in addition to the

equipment granted by your background:
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Orbs of Light



(a) a shortsword or (b) a morningstar

(a) a shortbow and quiver of 20 arrows or (b) a shortsword

(a) a Burglar’s Pack or (b) a Priest’s Pack

2 daggers, leather armor, a holy symbol (wood or metal),

and thieves' tools



Sanctify

Beginning at 1st level, the light witin you can dispel back

against curses that would cause you harm. You can choose to

have advantage on one ability check or saving throw to resist

the effect of a curse or cursed item one time. This feature

recharges on a short rest. At 7th level, you can use this

feature twice per short rest, and at 14th level, you can use this

feature 3 times per short rest.



Onus Reus

Beginning at 1st level, the light within also brings to the front

of their minds the sins of your foes. Once per turn, you can

deal an extra 1d4 Psychic damage to one creature you hit

with an attack while both you and the target are in bright

light. Immediately afterwards, the target must succeed on a

wisdom saving throw or have disadvantage on all attacks for

1 round (DC 8 + Proficiency Bonus + Wisdom Modifier).

The amount of the extra damage increases as you gain

levels in this class, as shown in the Onus Reus column of the

Sanctifying Shadow table.
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Expertise

At 2nd level, choose two of your skill proficiencies, or one of

your skill proficiencies and your proficiency with thieves'

tools. Your proficiency bonus is doubled for any ability check

you make that uses either of the chosen proficiencies. At 6th

level, you can choose two more of your proficiencies (in skills

or with thieves' tools) to gain this benefit.



Sacred Calling

At 3rd level, your calling as a Sanctifying Shadow is made

apparent. Choose Archon, Intangible One or Radiant Blade,

all detailed at the end of the class description. Your archetype

choice grants you features at 3rd level and then again at 7th,

11th, 15th and 18th level.



Ability Score Improvement

When you reach 4th level, and again at 8th, 12th, 16th, and

19th level, you can increase one ability score of your choice

by 2, or you can increase two ability scores of your choice by

1. As normal, you can’t increase an ability score above 20

using this feature.



Orb of Light

A normally inert orb of polished metal that can be thrown as

an action or a reaction. When you use the command word

"light" or snap your fingers, the orb immediately stops in

place magically and emits light as if light was cast on it

(duration 1 minute). Orbs can also be crafted using daylight

(duration 1 minute). These orbs use the command word “sun”

or a snap. The orb emits light as if daylight had been cast on

it. The orb shines until you issue a secondary command

(whistle, snap, etc.), you grab the orb, or it's destroyed. All

commands can be given as part of the action used to throw

the orbs or as a bonus action. All orbs are tiny in size.

Crafting Orbs – Any smith can craft basic orbs with ease.

The Enchantment, however, must be created by someone

with the appropriate abilities. Requirements: Proficiency with

smith’s tools, the ability to cast Light or Daylight, and enough

material to create an orb 2.5 - 3 inches in diameter.



Orbs of Light

Type



HP AC Abilities



Range Weight



Iron



10 13 -



30 ft.



4 lb.



Steel



20 15 -



25 ft.



6 lb.



Mithril



15 15 Return



40 ft.



3 lb.



Adamantine



20 16 Barrier of Light



30 ft.



6 lb.



Sunstone



12 12 Lucent, Scorch



40 ft.



3 lb.



Gold



7



20 ft.



2 lb.



10 Allure, Flame



Mithril - Only usable starting at lvl 7; Adamantine - Usable

only by the Archon calling; Sunstone - Only usable at lvl 11;

Gold - Only usable at lvl 15.

Orb Abilities: (All orb abilities and effects use a DC of 8 +

Proficiency Bonus + Wisdom Modifier)



Barrier of Light: While active, the orb acts as a barrier

against physical projectile attacks, blocking and

destroying the first 4d6 ranged damage from projectiles

that pass through any space within 5 ft. of the orb.

Lucent: The especially bright light given off by the

sunstone is blinding. Every creature in the bright light

radius of the orb must succeed on a Dexterity saving

throw or be blinded for 1d4+1 rounds.

Scorch: Sunstone's special properties produce brighter,

more powerful flashes of light. While active, sunstone orbs

deal 1d6 radiant damage to all creatures in a 15-foot

radius that are hostile to you.

Allure: This orb made of solid gold emits a magical charm

effect. Any creature hostile to the Sanctifying Shadow

within 15 ft. of the orb that fails a wisdom saving throw is

charmed by the orb for 1 minute. While charmed by the

orb, affected creatures must use their full movement to

move towards the orb and cannot take any other actions.

Charmed creatures can repeat the saving throw at the end

of each of their turns.

Flare: On command, the gold orb will violently explode,

dealing 2d6 piercing damage and 4d6 radiant damage to

all creatures in a 15 ft. radius. A successful Dexterity

saving throw reduces the damage by half. When this

ability is used, the orb is destroyed completely.



Light Blink

As you continue to gain mastery of the light, you become

capable of moving through the light itself. Beginning at 5th

level, as part of your movement, you can teleport to a space

illuminated by bright light within 30 ft. you can see as long as

you teleport from a space likewise illuminated by bright light.

Blinking still counts as movement. This feature can be used a

a number of times equal to 1/4 your Sanctifying Shadow

level, rounded down. Recharges at dawn.



Stream of Light

At 9th level, your mastery of the light within yourself has

improved to the point that you may, to a limited extent,

temporarily shift yourself into a radiant form. While moving

towards a space illuminated by bright light, as an action, you

may choose to "stream", your body turning into a flowing ray

of light. You may then choose to stream to up to 2 other

spaces illuminated by bright light no more than 30-feet away

from the previous one as an action. While “streaming”, you

cannot act, react, speak, or provoke attacks of opportunity

and you are immune to all forms of damage. This feature can

be used a number of times equal to your wisdom modifier

(minimum 1). This feature recharges at dawn.



The Light Within

As a Sanctifying Shadow, you are well aware of the light that

exists within every creature and can harness the light within

yourself to a limited extent.

Beginning at 10th level, you gain resistance to radiant

damage and you can cast either light or daylight as a spell-like

ability up to 3 times. This ability recharges each day at dawn.



Return: When using the secondary command, rather than

falling inert, the orb returns directly to you.
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Shifting Sunlight

By 13th level, your mastery of the light begins to extend

beyond yourself. When issuing your secondary command to

the orb of light, instead of causing it to become inert, you can

cause it to move up to 20 ft. in any direction.



Awareness

AT 14th level, the light within you makes you aware of your

surroundings, even when you can't see. You gain blindsight

out to 30 ft.



Sun-Shifter

The ultimate culmination of your training and dedication to

the light, at 17th level, you gain the ability to fully manifest the

light within. Once per day, recharging at dawn, you can

change form into a being of pure radiant light. You can stay in

“sun form” for 1 minute per Sanctifying Shadow level. You

then revert to your normal form. You can revert to your

normal form earlier by using a bonus action on your turn. You

automatically revert if you fall unconscious, drop to 0 hit

points, or die. While you are transformed, the following rules

apply:

Your game statistics are replaced by the statistics of the

sun form: Your type becomes celestial, Str 16, Dex 20, Con

16, you retain your alignment, personality, and

Intelligence, Wisdom, and Charisma scores. Your speed

becomes 80 ft. base and flight. You emit bright light out to

30 ft. and dim light another 15 ft. after that. You have

advantage on dexterity (stealth) checks while in bright

light and can add your proficiency bonus to those checks.

If you are already proficient, double your proficiency

bonus instead. You retain all of your other skill and saving

throw proficiencies. You gain immunity to poison damage

and cannot be blinded or poisoned. Radiant damage heals

you. If the healing would raise your hit points above your

sun form maximum, you gain temporary hit points up to a

maximum of two times your level. Your proficiency bonus

remains the same. Attacks of opportunity against you are

made at disadvantage.

When you transform, your maximum and current hit

points become 110 and your hit dice all increase by one

step (ex. 1d8 - 1d10, 1d10 - 1d12). When you revert to your

normal form, you return to the number of hit points you

had before you transformed. However, if you revert as a

result of dropping to 0 hit points, any excess damage

carries over to your normal form. For example, if you take

10 damage in sun form and have only 4 hit points left, you

revert and take 6 damage. As long as the excess damage

doesn’t reduce your normal form to 0 hit points, you aren’t

knocked unconscious.

You gain access to a small list of spells, available only

while in sun form. Casting these spells requires no

material components. Guiding Bolt (cast at 1st-level, 4

uses), Moonbeam (cast at 3rd-level, 3 uses), Sunbeam (cast

at 6th-level, 2 uses), and Sunburst (cast at 8th-level, 1 use).
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Transforming doesn’t break your concentration on any

spell you’ve already cast or prevent you from taking

actions that are part of a spell, such as Sunbeam, that you

already cast. Any creature within the radius of your bright

light is treated as under the effect of faerie fire.

You retain the benefit of any features from your class, race,

or other source and can use them. You retain all senses

you would normally have.

You choose whether your equipment falls to the ground in

your space or merges into your sun form. Equipment that

merges with the form has no effect until you leave the

form. You can use your sun form to attack with blades of

hardened light. These blades manifest in whatever form

you choose, are treated as light and finesse, and you are

proficient with them: Light Blade – 1d8 + Dex Radiant

damage. Opus Reus damage can apply to attacks made

using the Light Blade.



Ascension

Having spent so much time in the light, at 20th level you

become a celestial being with full mastery over the light

within yourself. Your race becomes Celestial and you gain the

following: resistance to non-magical bludgeoning, piercing

and slashing damage, immunity to charming effects, and the

ability to use your light blink and stream of light features

twice as many times per rest.



Sacred Callings

Every servant of the light is called to greater things. They

each serve the gods in their own ways and no two Sanctifying

Shadows are the same in that regard. Eventually, as their

hearts and minds are opened to the light, they fully embrace

whatever it is that makes them unique. Whether a more

powerful combatant, a more elusive target, or one who strikes

with radiance itself.



Archon

Your calling is to use your inner light to bolster your abilities

in combat, making you a much more stalwart combatant. You

become the embodiment of the light’s endurance, allowing

you to shrug off blows that would more easily fell others of

your order.



Bonus Proficiencies



When you choose this calling at 3rd level, you gain proficiency

with medium armor and shields.



Bastion of Light



Beginning at 3rd level, you begin to become a bastion of the

light. You gain 3 additional hit points and all your hit dice

increase to 1d10.



Light of Protection



At 7th level, you can, to a limited degree, harness your inner

light to protect others. You gain the ability to use adamantine

orbs of light.



Assuring Presence



From 11th level onward, your presence is soothing. All allies

within 30 ft. have advantage on saving throws against being

frightened. You also have advantage on persuasion checks

when trying to calm someone or convince them to trust you.



Radiant Defender



Beginning at 15th level, you can quickly place yourself

between an ally and a deadly attack. A number of times equal

to your wisdom modifier (minimum 1), you can use your

reaction to use your Light Blink feature to blink to an ally

within range that is being attacked by a hostile creature. You

become the target for the attack instead. This feature

recharges at dawn.



Sun Guardian



At 18th level, your sun form becomes more durable. Your Sun

Form becomes a Sun Guardian and the following changes

apply: Your hit points become 150; you gain a +2 bonus to

AC; Str 16, Dex 12, Con 20; Your attacks are no longer light

and finesse; you can use Str instead of Dex for your attacks;

You lose your base saving throw proficiencies, but gain

proficiency in Str and Con saving throws. You gain

proficiency in the Athletics skill.



Elusive One

Your calling is to be as one truly unseen and untouched. You

become a master of evasion and the art of avoiding damage,

using the light to hide yourself when most others could not.



Hard to Pin Down



When you choose this archetype at 3rd level, you gain

proficiency with the disguise kit and gain the ability to cast

Disguise Self as an action once per short rest. You can now

use hide as part of your Elude feature.



Fade Away



At 7th level, you can bend the light around yourself to make

yourself appear to be where you aren't. The first attack

against you every round has disadvantage. Any checks to

perceive you while you’re stealthed in bright light also have

disadvantage.



Speed of Light



At 11th level, you harness your inner light to hasten your

movement. Your base speed increases by 10 ft. This

increases to 20 ft. if you can see the sun.



Hidden by the Light



Beginning at 15th level, you know how better to hide yourself

using light. Once per short rest, you can use an action to cast

Greater Invisibility on yourself.



Solar Flare



At 18th level, while in your sun form, as a reaction, you can

cause the light that comprises your body to flare up with a

blinding light. All hostile creatures in a 60 ft. radius around

you must make a constitution saving throw (DC 8 +

Proficiency Bonus + Wisdom Modifier) or be blinded for up

to 5 minutes. Blinded targets can make a saving throw at the

end of each of their turns to resist the effect.



Radiant Blade

Your calling is to harness the light as a mighty weapon, able

to imbue your weapons to strike at the speed of light with the

power of the sun. Whether up close or afar, the Radiant Blade

is especially adept at banishing the dark through use of their

signature move, the Sunstrike.



Bonus Proficiencies



When you choose this calling at 3rd level, you gain proficiency

with either the Longsword or the Longbow.



Sunstrike



Beginning at 3rd level, when you receive this calling, you gain

the ability to imbue your blade with holy sunlight. While

active, Sunstrike lasts 1 round per level and deals extra

damage on a successful weapon attack as shown in the

Sunstrike damage column of the sunstrike table below. This

feature can be used a number of times per day shown on the

uses per day column of the Sunstrike table as well.



Sanctifying Shadow Sunstrike

Level



Uses per day



Sunstrike Damage



3



2



1d4



4



2



1d4



5



2



1d4



6



2



1d4



7



2



1d6



8



3



1d6



9



3



1d6



10



3



1d6



11



3



1d8



12



3



1d8



13



4



1d8



14



4



1d8



15



4



1d10



16



4



1d10



17



4



1d10



18



5



1d10



19



5



1d12



20



5



1d12



Swift Strike



At 7th level, when you take the attack action, you can make an

additional attack as part of that attack action. In addition, you

can make a single attack while using your stream of light

feature as part of the stream action.



Banish the Darkness



At 11th level, you have advantage on wisdom (perception)

checks to discern if darkness is magical or mundane and you

gain the ability to dispel magical darkness a number of times

equal to your wisdom modifier (minimum 1).



Radiant Blade
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Versatile Killer



Beginning at 15th level, your mastery of battle continues to

grow and you gain access to an even wider array of weapons

to bring low your opponents. You gain proficiency with either

all martial weapons or with improvised weapons.



Wave of Light



Beginning at 18th level, you’ve gained ultimate control of your

Sunstrike and your sun form and can channel the strength

from both of them into destructive waves of radiance. While

in sun form, you can expend multiple uses of your sunstrike

as part of an attack action to launch a wave of radiant energy

in either a 15 ft. cone or a 30 ft. long, 5 ft. wide, line. The

radius increases by 5 ft. for every use expended. The damage

of the wave is equal to one sunstrike damage dice plus your

sunstrike damage dice times the number of expended uses.

So, if a 15th level Sanctifying Shadow expends 2 uses, he can

fire a 25 ft. cone or a 40 ft. long, 5 ft. wide line that deals

3d10 radiant damage to all creatures in the radius. Dexterity

saving throw for 1/2 damage (DC 8+ proficiency bonus +

wisdom modifier)



Changes:

9/27/16

MOVED: Orb of Light from lvl 2 to lvl 5.

CHANGED: scaling number of Orbs/level.

REMOVED: Blindsense.

ADDED: Awareness at 14th level.

MOVED: 1st lvl of Expertise to lvl 2 from lvl 1.

CHANGED: wording on Sun-Shifter.

CHANGED: Ascension: number of uses of Light

Blink and Stream of Light doubled instead of

unlimited.

CHANGED: wording on Stream of Light. Now

recharges at dawn.

REMOVED: reduced movement cost from light

blink

ADDED: limited uses for light blink and reworded

ability.

CHANGED: "Barrier of Light ability" to reduce

first 4d6 damage instead of block 1d4+2

projectiles.

9/28/16

REPLACED: Sneak Attack with Onus Reus.

REPLACED: Cunning Action with

RE-WORDED: Sanctify, Orb of light and SunShifter for clarity.

ADDED: Radiant Defender recharges at dawn.

CHANGED: Sun Form: Hit points increased from

93 to 110 (average); Strength score increased to

16 from 14; Constitution score increased from

12 to 16.

CHANGED: Sun Guardain Hit points increased

from 113 to 150, Strength score decreased to

16 from 20, Dexterity score decreased to 12

from 14, Constitution score increased to 20

from 16. Changed AC: AC 12 + Dex replaced

with +2 bonus to base AC. Sun Guardian gains

proficiency in Athletics skill. Sun Guardian

attacks are no longer light or finesse.

REPLACED: "Hidden by the Light" with "Hard to

Pin Down" in Elusive One Calling.

ADDED: You can now use hide as part of your

Elude feature to "Hard to Pin Down"

9/29/16

RE-WORDED: Onus Reus for clarification

REMOVED: Sneak Attack interaction from

Versatile Killer (This feature was overlooked in

the purge. DERP.)

ADDED: Versatile Killer now gives proficiency

with either martial or improvised weapons.

ADDED: 1st DRAFT OF OFFICIAL ARTWORK!!

Also, fluff.

REFORMATTED: Changes so there's room for

more in same note.
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